Denne presentasjonen er et visuelt
hjelpemiddel til et muntlig foredrag, og er
ikke laget for å gi mening når den leses
uten å høre foredraget.
I foredraget ble mye sagt som ikke krevde
visuelle hjelpemidler, og som derfor ikke
synes i denne presentasjonen.
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Defininsjonen av hypertekst

Let me introduce the word "hypertext" to mean a body
of written or pictorial material interconnected in such a
complex way that it could not conveniently be
presented or represented on paper.

Text

Vannevar Bush, “As We May Think” (Atlanic Monthly, 1945

Preliminary specifications of the system:

It may contain summaries, or maps of its contents and
their interrelations; it may contain annotations,
additions and footnotes from scholars who have
examined it. (96)

Theodore Holm Nelson: “A File Structure for The Complex, The Changing and the
Indeterminate“. Proceedings of the 20th national conference
Cleveland, Ohio, United States. New York: ACM, 1965. 84-100

1. Hyperteksthistorie

Ted Nelson

[…] the task of writing is one of rearrangement
and reprocessing, and the real outline develops
slowly.
The original crude or fragmentary texts created at
the outset generally undergo many revision
processes before they are finished. (87)

Theodore Holm Nelson: “A File Structure for The Complex, The Changing and the
Indeterminate“. Proceedings of the 20th national conference
Cleveland, Ohio, United States. New York: ACM, 1965. 84-100

Doug Engelbart demonstrerer NLS

up-to-date index
large and growing bodies of text and commentary
No hierarchical file relations, the system would hold any shape imposed on it.
any form and arrangement
unlimited number of categories.
Bush trails.
commentaries and explanations connected
change both the contents and arrangement.
revising and rewording of text.
dynamic outlining (or dynamic indexing).
hold several—in fact, many—different versions of the same sets of materials.
alternate versions would remain indexed to one another
it should not be complicated
Theodore Holm Nelson: “A File Structure for The Complex, The Changing and the
Indeterminate“. Proceedings of the 20th national conference
Cleveland, Ohio, United States. New York: ACM, 1965. 84-100

Douglas C. Engelbart og William K. English: NLS Demonstration. Film. San
Francisco, 8. desember 1968
Theodore H. Nelson: Computer Lib/Dream Machines, 1974
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and information from sources of various sorts, e.g.,
taking notes from a document or recording the ideas
produced during brainstorming. Analysis involves
discovering the significance of ideas, in particular
discovering the connections and relationships among
ideas. Developing legal arguments based on case
research is an example.
Exposition involves
communicating ideas and analyses in the form of
reports,talks,etc.
The design of NoteCards was determined by
three critical characteristics c o m m o n to all idea
processing tasks. First,all idea processing is based on
the reificationof ideas. Idea processing in NoteCards
progresses through the manipulation of tangible
objects that represent or embody ideas and their
interconnections.
Second, real-world idea processing tasks require
manipulating
moderately
large
amounts
of
information. Support for idea processing presupposes
support for the task of managing this information.
Thus, NoteCards provides storage and retrievalof idea
structures as well as tools to organize, maintain, and
exsmine the structure of the stored information.
Third, idea processing is an inherently variable
activity. Each specific idea processing task requires
specializedrepresentations and tools for manipulating
and analyzing idea structures. Moreover as a user
progresses through a given task, the character and
requirements of the task often change.
Thus,
NoteCards is a tailorable system that includes an
extensive set of protocols and methods which can be
used to m a k e modifications to the system.

Aspen Video Map

Ted Nelsons prosjekt Xanadu
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Basic C o n c e p t s

The basic construct in NoteCards is a semantic process of filing and accessing cards. This hierarchy
network composed of notecards connected by typed was made up of 40 FileBoxes and contained 268
links. Each notecard contains an arbitrary amount of (non-FileBox) cards.
information embodied in text, graphics, images, or
The cards in Figure 1 are taken from this
some other editable substance. Links are used to hierarchy. In general, cards stored in the hierarchy
represent
binary
connections between
cards. contain a short (average of about 100 words) quote or
NoteCards provides two specialized types of cards, paraphrase taken from an article or book. Every card
Browsers and FileBoxes, that help the user to manage has a Source link to a bibliography card describing its
networks of cards and links.
source. About half of the cards have additional links
NoteCards is implemented within the Xerox embedded in their substance. As a rule, these were See
Lisp programming environment.
or Unspecified links and were placed at the end of the
card's text preceded by the word "See". There are also
3.1
F o u r basic objects
a few dozen Support, Argument, and Comment links
A notecard is an electronic generalization of the 3x5 between cards, although these links do not appear to
paper notecard. Each notecard contains an arbitrary function any differently than the See and Unspecified
amount of some editable "substance" such as a piece of links.
text, a structured drawing, or a bitmap image. Each
The author used this FileBox hierarchy
card also has a title. Although the intent is that each primarily as a filing structure that insured easy access
card should contain about the same amount of to information as it was needed. The structure of the
information as a typical 3x5 card, the system imposes paper he wrote only vaguely reflected the structure of
no constraints on the size of a notecard. On the screen, his FileBox hierarchy, suggesting that he organized
cards are displayed using standard Xerox Lisp the paper outside the context of NoteCards. Although
windows as shown in Figure 1.
he created links between the non-FileBox cards, he did
Every notecard can be "edited", i.e., retrieved not appear to use these links while outlining and
from the database and displayed on the screen in an writing the paper (Monty & Moran, 1986).
editor window that provides the user with an
Using links in competitive a r g u m e n t a t i o n
opportunity to modify the card's substance. There are 4.2
various types of notecards, differentiated (in part) by The writing project described above involved relatively
the nature of the substance (e.g., text or graphics) that little analysis of the information that was being
In contrast, Kurt
they contain. In addition to a set of standard card organized using NoteCards.

NoteCards. Xerox PARC
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VanLehn has been using NoteCards as a workbench
for continuing his competitive argumentation analysis
of the study of h u m a n skill acquisition (VanLehn,
1986). VanLehn encoded the contents of his P h D
thesis (VanLehn, 1983) into NoteCards. The sections
of the thesis document were already structured as a
breadth-first traversal of a four-level argument tree
whose constituents were twenty major issues, three to
seven competing hypotheses for each issue, a number
of support/rebuttal arguments for each hypothesis, and
a set of supporting facts for each argument. VanLehn's
main goal was to compare the competing hypotheses
for each major issue by examining their underlying
arguments.
For his task, VanLehn invented the matrix
s u m m a r y card as shown in Figure 4. The s u m m a r y
card is a matrix of links providing an overview of the
information relevant to the evaluation of a set of
competing hypotheses. Each column in the matrix
represents a fact or feature about the world, e.g., the
result of an experimental study. At the top of each
column is a link to a card describing the fact or feature.
Each row in the matrix represents one of the
competing hypotheses. O n the right end the row is a
link to a card describing the hypothesis.
In each cell of the matrix is a + (or -- or 0) link
to an argument card containing a short explanation of
how the fact represented by the cell's column supports
(or rebuts, or is irrelevant to) the hypothesis
represented by the cell's row. Using a matrix card,

Example notecards with embedded link icons.
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Figure 3:

Browser of the FileBox hierarchy from the public policy (Nato-missiles) NoteFiie.
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CATERING

FOR NAIVE USERS

Nelson:
“AspenitsMovie
As well as finding its application area, a hypertext system needs Theodore
to determineHolm
how much
sophistication
users
need, There are, indeed, two classes of user: the end-user, and the author who prepares material for the enduser.
Douglas Adams. Hyperland. TV -dokumentar, BBC, 1990.

Map“. Demonstrasjonsvideo. Architecture
Machine Group, MIT. 1981.

Randall H. Trigg og Peggy M. Irish. “Hypertext Habitats.” Proceedings of Hypertext
‘87. New York: ACM, 1987.

Guide is aimed at naive users, both authors and end-users, as any product aimed at a mass market must be. The
number of systems that claim to be suitable for naive users is probably ten times greater than the number that
really arc. However Guide can point to some success in this area, and I shall now outline the design principles
that led to this.
FUNDAMENTAL

MECHANISMS

One way Guide has set about catering for naive end-users is by disguising the nature of the underlying data
structu~s. In many applications the user can be totally unaware that the document he seeson the screen is made
up of a lot of interlinked substructures. In particular the Guide user seesthe document as a single scroll, rather
than as lots of separatepieces of material scattered about the screen in separatewindows, or in separate frames
which appear one at a time on the screen.

Intermedia. Brown University

The most important mechanism in Guide

for exploring documents is the rqhcement-button.
The
replacement-button is a button within the document. It is an example of the ‘embedded menu’ described by
Koved and Schneiderman (1985), and implemented in their TlES system. When selected with the mouse, a
Guide button is replaced in-line by the material linked with that button (as distinct from TIES, which causes a
new frame to replace the current one). Typically the author will present a document initially in summary form,
with replacement-buttons to allow the user to expand the parts of the document that interest him. For readers of
this paper who are unfamiliar with Guide, Figure 1 shows how a document may initially be presented. The
replacement-buttons are shown in a bold font - the same font as the menu. In Figure 1 all the replacementbuttons have the label More, though the author could, if he chose, have given them different labels. Figure 2
shows the result of selecting the More replacement-button below ‘Malaysia’s MMC Metals in Figure 1 (a close
look at Figure 1 will show the cursor pointing at this).

Hypercard. Bill Atkinson, Apple

Guide. Peter Brown, Kent University
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Figure 2: outcomefrom Figure 1 when the thirdMore

Figure I: an initial view of a document
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George P. Landow. Hypertext. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992.
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is selected

Typically the replacement of a button itself contains further buttons. A reader explores a document by successively expanding buttons, until he reaches the level of detail he wants. He thus tailors the document on the
to his“Turning
reading needs.
Peterscreen
Brown:
Ideas Into Products“. Proceedings of Hypertext ‘87
35 to go back to a lesser level of detail. He can at any time ‘undo’ the replacement
Sometimes the reader will wish

Robert Winter: Beethoven’s 9th. CD-ROM.
New York: Voyager, 1989

New York: ACM, 1987. 33–40

of any button previously selected, thus folding the replacement back under its original button. This saves screen
space and generally makes the document more manageable and understandable. As the user seesit, this folding
mechanism is particularly simple: if anything you seeis at too great a level of detail you just point at it and click
the mouse-button; the offending material is then folded back under a button. (This does not work, of course, if
the offending material is at the top level of the document, and thus not part of a button’s replacement. However
if the reader cannot understand the initial top level description there really is something wrong - either with
reader or author.)
Before folding occurs, the user gets feedback on what will be folded. Indeed feedback before the event is a
feature of most Guide operations, as it is with much highly interactive software.

Storyspace.
Michael Joyce, Jay D. Bolter, John B. Smith

By using the replacement-button mechanism, documents can be presented in a form suitable for a wide range of
readers. It would be wrong to claim, however, that by using these mechanisms it would be possible to produce,
say, a single description of an aero-engine that was understandable by a Ph.D in aeronautics and a ten-year old
It is nevertheless true that authors can cover a reasonable spectrum of readers with one document, and that each
reader can get what he needs out of it.

Other advantageslager
of this in-line replacement
mechanism are:
Tim Berners-Lee
WorldWideWeb
*it helps, as I have said, to disguise underlying data structures. The reader sees a document in terms of ‘magic
buttons’ which can be expanded and contracted.
He doesCERN
not need to understand the computer scientist’s conved
cept of a tree.
*reversing actions is easy, and need not be done in the same order in which they were performed.

Web-historien

*all material is seenin context since it is replaced in-line.
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Pionértid 1990-93
Gullalder 1993-96
Nettleserkrigen 1995–1998
«Dot com»-bølgen 1999–2001
Nye standarder 2001—

Mark Bernstein: “Storyspace 1“. Proceedings of Hypertext ‘02, College Park,
Maryland. New York: ACM, 2002. 172-81
http://w3.org/MarkUp/tims_editor

Noen
hypertekstsjangre

NCSAs Mosaic

Roman

2. Hypertekstsjangre

Oppslagsverk
Firmahjemmeside
Nettavis
Wiki

Å tolke lenker
Hva kan jeg klikke på?

3. Lenker

Hvor kommer jeg?
Har jeg vært der før?
Hva slags filer er det?
Hvorfor er det lenke her?

Linje

Lenketyper
Relasjonslenker
Presentasjonslenker
Navigasjonslenker

Stjerne

Nav

Informasjonsarkitektur
Kronologi
Geografi
Mengde
Alfabet
Publikum
Handling

Hierarki

Metafor
«Emne»

Saul Wurman. Information Architects.
Zürich: Graphis, 1996.
Lous Rosenfeld og Peter Morville. Information
Architecture for the World Wide
Web.2. utg. Sebastopol: O’Reilly, 2002.
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